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Abstract

Important characters of magnetic field-line reconnection
at the singular layer (k»Bg = 0) or the reversed-field region
are determined by the plasma compressibility. For a collision-
less plasma when it is compressible or with a weak or no toroidal
field, the reconnection involves laminar but singular plasma flow
around the x-point and is characterized by the collisionless
version of the Sweet-Parker process, followed by the second,
faster process and/or eventually by the explosive process. When
it is incompressible or with a strong toroidal field, the recon-
nection involves turbulent but non-singular plasma flow and is
characterized by the saturated collisionless tearing instability:
the reconnected fluxes slowly increase linearly in time. For a
collisional plasma with compressibility, the Sweet-Parker regime
is followed by the faster second regime where the reconnected
fluxes 1(1 Œ ta with a being the ratio of density inside of the
singular layer to the outside.

I. Collisional Plasma

Understanding of the process of the magnetic field-line
reconnection is crucial to the problems of stability and confine-
ment of tokamak plasma, reverse-field pinch plasma, and plasmas
in other devices. For example, the second stability domain of
ballooning in tokamaks may be subject to such a process. It is
also crucial to the problem of fast conversion of magnetic to
kinetic energies in the solar flare plasma, geomagnetic tail, etc.

He have conducted a systematic study of the field-line tear-
ing and reconnection in collisionless as well as collisional
plasmas with or without the toroidal field via simulation and
theory. The compressibility of the plasma is determined by the
magnitude of the toroidal field. The configuration for electro-
magnetic particle simulation is a slab in the x-y plane with ex-
ternal current sheets parallel to the x-direction flowing in the
z-direction similar to [1]. The toroidal field is applied in the
z-direction. The configuration for MHD particle simulation 1B
similar to the above (see [2]). The summary of these studies is
as follows.

When there is no toroidal field applied, the plasma is com-
pressible. The plasma is depressed by the applied current out-
side of the singular layer. This causes magnetic pressure to
initiate a plasma flow toward the x-point. Let i* the poloidal
flux (or Az as the vector potential in the slab) and Be the mag-
netic field strength outside of the singular layer Be«Bx(y»a).
Since the pinch by the external current causes the flow toward
the x-point (to be formed) vĵ  and away from the x-point u, we can
write down a continuity equation where the MHD approximation is
appropriate :

ViL (1)

where 2L is the length of impinged plasma, 2a the thickness of
the current channel, and rig and n^ are densities outside and
inside of the resistive layer. In the resistive layer with the
resistivity n

n B£/a

Therefore we obtain

# - n: B e(n iu/n eL)
1 / 2 t

(2)

(3)

This is the Sweet-Parker regime for reconnection. ï*j/ne is
typically

ni/ne - (1 + (T
1 + (ÇV^/ d + Bj1)172

with 3p and &j. being the poloidal and toroidal 6. As the con-
tinuous reconnection sets in, the x-point forms a certain angle
a. This can be calculated as

(4)

where L is the x-directional length when the field-line fan
stretches.to y-a with pitch angle a. With Eq. (1), we obtain
equation ij - (ni/ne)i|)/t, or

* o ' ^ (5)

Figure 1 shows the change of poloidal fluxes in time from
the simulation. In the first stage we observe the Sweet-Parker
regime il̂ iySt (we changed n and confirmed ir5 dependence), then a
faster second regime, where îfî t5; while n^/ne - 5 in the simula-
tion, suggesting a good agreement with Eq. (5). If the plasma
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is incompressible, of course, n^ =• ne in Eq. (5); therefore, we
have simply the Sweet-Parker process all the way. In fact, [3]
reported a Sweet-Parker behavior for the incompressible plasma.
Further nonlinear discussions will be given elsewhere.

II. Collisionless Plasma

(a) Compressible Case

With a weak enough toroidal field, the plasma is compres-
sible. The sheet currents in this case can cause a laminar flow
toward the x-point where the flow bifurcates and directs away
from it. The reconnected fluxes <|< are proportional to time (see
Fig. 2), suggesting the collisionless equivalent to the Sweet-
Parker mechanism of reconnection (see Fig. 3). Perhaps, due to
the geometric restriction, the regime quickly turns into a very
fast, seemingly explosive regime. (If the system is large
enough, we might have been able to discern the second regime
I|I = t°- with a - ni/ne.)

(b) Incompressible Case

The most salient effect of applied toroidal field is that
a strong enough toroidal field can prohibit the fast reconnection
we discussed in the above from occurring. The process now is
reconnection with i|i approximately linearly Increasing in time
(<i> <* t) much slower than the collisionless equivalent to the
Sweet-Parker mechanism of II(a). The plasma flow pattern is
entirely different from the laminar singular flow of Sweet-
Parker around the x-point: It is turbulent (see Figs. A(a) and
(b)l and shows no singular pattern. This is the case either in
the Laval regime [4] or in the non-Laval regime. The linear
growth rate is much too large to explain this and the appearing
island size is that of the current channel. We expect that the
linear collisloriless instability has saturated and the process
may have become the saturated semi-collisional regime [5] or the
semi-turbulent-collisional regime. If the electron bounce time
ODg1 in the island is shorter than the collision time, we are in
the latter regime. We point out, however, that although the semi
(-turbulent-) colllslonal saturation transition from the exponen-
tial growth to an algebraic growth [5] is qualitatively the case,
quantitative agreement cannot be reached. For example, simula-
tion shows that the reconnected fluxes are approximately linear
in time, while the theory predicts I|I <* t2; th^ island width is
about constant in time in the simulation, while it is linear in
time according to theory.

In our particular case, since the bounce time is shorter
than the collision time, we construct a theory for a turbulent
collisional case in the following. The electron diffusion in
the x-y plane due to the islands may be calculated by renormal-

ization of turbulence effects.
is expressed as

The diffusion coefficient D

(6)

while the correlation time T is given by T = 1/k2 D. The
renormalized diffusion coefficient, therefore, is given as

ft) (7)

atisfy kxveBx/Bg - u)],, they con-
y <. w, where 2w is the island

Since the resonant electrons sat
tribute to the diffusion when y ,
width. Here, the velocity v x is projected from the parallel
direction v x • veBx/BQ with ve the electron thermal velocity
because of resonance. The renoraalized n,i [ cf. Eq. (2)] is
now given as

On the other hand, the flux change is given by

* " "D I Bx(y * w) • (9)

where 2L is the island length and u_ is the diffusive flow
velocity :

Up - 2D/L (10)

From the flux continuity equation, we obtain a ta. Eq. (1)

„ _ ïï Ç (11)

which yields W-4.7&, while simulation gives w - 4A in good
agreement. The rate of change of flux, Eq. (9), is

(12)

If the right hand side of Eq. (12) i» roughly constant, f is
proportional to time. Thi» gives about 1> ~ l.lxiO"3t with the
simulation parameters, where units are ty In eB/muip and t in
(i)"1. On the other hand, Fig. 4(c) give* ij; - 1.3xlO"3t in
reasonable agreement with Eq. (12). Since Eq. (12) depends
on Bx(y - i») that increases weakly in tiae, simple integration
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yields a slightly higher power dependence than IJJ Œ t. The
obtained simulation result Oil = t) might result due to the
saturating effects of finite w/Ls [5], where Ls is the shear
length which tends to balance the opposite effects of temporary
increasing Bx> although Fig. 5 hints slight upwards deviation
from 1(1 » t at late stages.

Collaboration with Dr. F. Brunei in Sec. I is gratefully
acknowledged.
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Fig. 1 Poloidal flux ty (or vector potential Az) as a
function of time. From MHD particle aiaulation with no
toroidal field we obtain the Sweet-Parker regime (IJJ » t)
until t » 4n, thereafter i|) °= t 5 (the second regime).

Work was supported by U.S. Department of Energy Grant
# DE FG05-80ET-53088.

Fig. 2 Poloidal flux iji as a function of time. Toroidal
field BT - poloidal field Bp. System sise x'y - 256ÛX16A
and ve - 0.5 UpA with A the grid spacing. T̂  » 0.5 Te
and toroidal (0ce » 2hv. 4K



Figs. 3a and 3b "Sweet-Parker configurations"^ The
magnetic x-points have narrow pitch angle a = 13° .

TOTAL FIELD tt)p«t=5O

Fiji. 3a toroidal field » 0, the system 128A*32A.

Fig. 3'b BT « Bg and the system 256&X16A (same parameters
as in Fig. 2) . The pitch angle a = 17° .
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Fig. 4 Incompressible coll isionless plasma . The plasma flows
and fields are turbulent. Bj - 2Bp, system size 256A*16A,
ve » 0.5UUÛ, and Ti/Tc - 20. (a) the field line pattern at an
early time (t » EOuip1) while (b) the la ter pattern at t = 1000 aip1

(c) the jioloidal flax t|) in Line.
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